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NATION-STATES OR STATE-NATIONS?  

TRIBALISM IN PERSPECTIVE 
 
 
Among the many challenges that nation-states face currently is the threat of a resurgent 
“tribalism.” Today, more ever than before, do we see a return to tribalism within the state 
emerging. Cases in point are Syria, Iraq, and parts of Asia. All of these countries are 
experiencing strong calls for separatism and independence from their central governments 
in a partially externally driven campaign to seek social or communal justice for injustices 
inflicted on the people by former oppressive regimes. This is a concerning trend raising 
question if Asia is going to experience a similar trend with populist politics are taking hold in 
the narrative?  
 
The American political economist, professor, author, and political commentator, Robert 
Reich, in a recent post declared that, “We are witnessing a reversion to tribalism around the 
world, away from nation states.”1 Tribes, accordingly, are groups united by, “. . . language, 
religion, blood and belief,”2 and that are hostile towards other similarly constituted groups 
and over which political entities emerged, such as kings and emperors, who established 
temporary armistices until the emergence of nationhood that was supposed to reduce tribal 
conflict through the institution of the concepts of a national identity and of civil society.  
 
According to Reich, “Although nationalism never fully supplanted tribalism in some former 
colonial territories, the transition from tribe to nation was mostly completed by the mid-
twentieth century.”3 Hence, the emergence of nation-states that would became the dominant 
actors on the world stage. With the advent of globalization, however, things have become 
more complicated. Reich argues that 

 
Nations are becoming less relevant in a world where everyone and everything is 
interconnected. The connections that matter most are again becoming more 
personal. Religious beliefs and affiliations, the nuances of one’s own language and 
culture, the daily realities of class, and the extensions of one’s family and its values – 
all are providing people with ever-greater senses of identity.4 

 
One such effort to rearrange social order is participatory mapping and redefinition of spatial 
zones, questioning the Old Order. Marc Chapin wrote,  

 
The primary purpose of mapping of this sort has been, and will continue to be, to 
claim and defend land and natural resources. Secondary goals include strengthening 
political organization...”5 [Italics added] 

 
Such efforts raise the question of whether the current concepts of order are in question, Do 
the radical changes forced upon the state disrupts the societal order? Is the status quo a 

                                                      
1 Reich, Robert, The New Tribalism and the Decline of the Nation State, 2014, 
http://robertreich.org/post/80522686347. Viewed 25 September 2014. 
2 Ibid, p. 1. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Marc Chapin, Center for the Support of Native, Lands Mapping Indigenous Lands: Issues & Considerations, 
2006,  http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/bwep/colloquium/papers/Chapin2006.pdf; Viewed 13 November 
2014 
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better solution than for example the situation in Syria or Iraq after the existing order was 
questioned by western powers? Does the redrawing and radical political agenda of climate 
change create wrong expectation, which cannot be met, and in fact triggers calls for 
tribalism? 
 
Since the emergence of the concept of state sovereignty and the Westphalian System in the 
17th Century, in the newly formed nation-states the terms “nation” and “state” became 
synonymous. A “national identity” evolved within the newly sovereign states was well formed 
in some states (presumably the emergent nation-states of Europe at the time), less so in 
nation-states that have come into being since the 17th Century.   
 
However, as the recent phenomenon of separatist movements seeking self-determination in 
Scotland, Catalonia, and other European nations suggests, the fragmentation of national 
identities can occur in territories once considered united nation-states with fully formed 
national identities and civil societies. Following Reich, is it tribalism that is to blame for the 
apparent fragmentation of civil societies within nation-states?  
 
Furthermore, is use of the term “tribalism” merely a derogatory means of condemning 
political propensities one disapproves of by labeling them as pre-modern? The present 
commentary, then, will explore the uses and misuses of the concept of “tribalism” to describe 
a multi-faceted challenge to nation-state hegemony. 
 
The foregoing illustrates a problem with the concept of the “nation-state,” namely, just how 
“national” is a particular state? Traditionally, the term “nation” had its roots in what is now 
referred to as ethnicity or, “. . . to shared cultural practices, perspectives, and distinctions 
that set apart one group of people from another.  
 
That is, ethnicity is a shared cultural heritage.”6 In reality, then, most modern states are 
composed of multiple and distinct ethnic groups or nations, hence the reference in the title to 
the present commentary, to “state-nations.”  The concept of state-nation, then, comprehends 
a more realistic assessment of states in the modern world. Many modern states, especially 
those recognized after the Westphalian system emerged and the end of colonialism were 
established before national identities evolved and not conversely as the concept of nation-
state implies.   
 
Transnational Tribalism 
 
Of course, different variables may set a group apart from others, one being a group’s mode 
of existence or social form. Designations for different modes abound—traditional, modern, 
and post-modern, among others. Tribalism, the term that Reich and others use to criticize a 
modern political tendency does not in fact denote a mode of existence such as “The state or 
fact of being organized in a tribe or tribes,”7 but is an attitude, “The behavior and attitudes 
that stem from strong loyalty to one’s own tribe or social group.”8  
 
In a similar fashion to Reich, Dave Frohmeyer, a President of the University of Oregon, 
spoke of a “new tribalism,” one that is “. . . [T]he growth of politics based upon narrow 
concerns, rooted in the exploitation of divisions of class, cash, gender, region, religion, 

                                                      
6 Race and Ethnicity Defined, Cliffnotes.com, http://www.cliffsnotes.com/sciences/sociology/race-and-
ethnicity/race-and-ethnicity-defined. Viewed 4 November 2014. 
7 Tribalism, Oxford Dictionaries, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/tribalism. 
Viewed 4 November 2014. 
8 Ibid. 
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ethnicity, morality and ideology, a give-no-quarter- and take-no-prisoners activism that 
demands satisfaction and accepts no compromise.”9  This new form of activism does, 
however, have victims often because of radicalization of communities unable to comprehend 
the actual political narrative behind the activist’s politics.  
 
It is appropriate in the context of distinguishing between tribal manifestations to refer to the 
tribalism of Reich, Frownmeyer, and others of a similar standpoint as a “transnational 
tribalism,” a concept that is a more accurate and expressive of the political tendency to 
which they are referring.  
 
In this regard, the globalization of technology, especially through social networking, has 
aggravated a latent tribalism or a distinctiveness based on an identity politics that is reflected 
in a return to attitudes that are based on a person’s religious beliefs and affiliations, 
language, culture, class, families and their values—all extended globally via the Internet. 
These cleavages have now called into question the commonalities upon which the nation-
state was based, such as the aforementioned ideas of national identity and civil society. The 
following describes the similarities between identity politics and tribalism: 

 
The laden phrase “identity politics” has come to signify a wide range of political 
activity and theorizing founded in the shared experiences of injustice of members of 
certain social groups. Rather than organizing solely around belief systems, 
programmatic manifestos, or party affiliation, identity political formations typically aim 
to secure the political freedom of a specific constituency marginalized within its larger 
context. Members of that constituency assert or reclaim ways of understanding their 
distinctiveness that challenge dominant oppressive characterizations, with the goal of 
greater self-determination.10 (Emphasis added) 

 
In pursuing their goal of greater self-determination, these “global tribes” are implicitly, and 
sometimes explicitly, challenging the hegemony of the nation-state and civil society. The 
quest for self-determination may seem similar to be what Michael Keating calls “minority 
nationalism,” referring to European neo-nationalist movements that are not explicitly 
ethnically oriented.11 Transnational tribalism, when indicating conformity refers to a tendency 
“…to a way of thinking or behaving in which people are more loyal to their tribe than to their 
friends, their country, or any other social group.”12  
 
This way of thinking and behaving may also be applicable to any group along with a feeling 
of disliking all other groups or being different from them.13 In this regard, many groups, 
including Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) fit a tribal pattern, for example, certain 
environmental groups and other extremists who would give their lives for their cause. In fact, 
many environmentalist NGOs have made common cause with indigenous groups seeking to 
achieve “alternatives” to the hegemony and sovereignty of nation-states. We will have more 
to say on this connection in another commentary. 
 
 

                                                      
9 Frohnmeyer, Dave, The New Tribalism, University of Oregon, 
 http://frohnmayer.uoregon.edu/speeches/newtribalism/. Viewed 2 November 2014.  
10 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/identity-politics/  
11 Keating, Michael, Queen’s Papers on Europeanisation, No. 1/2002: Plurinational Democracy in a Post-
Sovereign Order, School of Politics, International Studies and Philosophy, Queen’s University Belfast, 2002, 
https://www.qub.ac.uk/schools/SchoolofPoliticsInternationalStudiesandPhilosophy/FileStore/Europeanisation
Files/Filetoupload,38424,en.pdf, p. 2. Viewed 19 October 2014. 
12 http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/tribalism.  
13 Ibid. 
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Anthropological Tribalism 
 
Alternatively, there are other forms of a “New Tribalism” that need to be mentioned. 
Beginning with the work anthropologist Franz Boas, the “Father of American 
Anthropology,”14 tribalism was re-assessed with the result being the elimination of 
evolutionary hierarchies that up until that time had relegated tribalism to the bottom of the 
progression to “modern” cultures.  
 
Since Boas, anthropologists have begun to study tribes in a less prejudicial manner, rather 
than treating the social form as an anachronism. Furthermore, the positive reassessment of 
tribal life has led to the conclusion that, ironically, tribal life is in reality a relaxed and 
nonviolent form of existence that is characterized by a combination of leisure and lack of 
want.15 Correspondingly, there are the anarcho-primitivists who pit tribalism against 
civilization itself as a superior, both biologically and historically, primal social form of human 
association that is variously used to analyze modern life and to serve as an alternative.16 
These variations of the New Tribalism may be characterized as “anthropological tribalism”.  
 
Indigenous Tribalism 
 
Finally, there is a tribalism with a definite socio-legal form; what Rebecca Tsosie, the Lincoln 
Professor of Native American Law and Ethics at Arizona State University College of Law, 
defines as “. . . [T]he efforts of indigenous groups to define their political and cultural identity 
as separate from that of the larger nation-state.”17  
 
It is the attempt to maintain separatism of indigenous political and social identity that is at the 
core of the argument that what have traditionally been referred to as nation-states that are, 
in reality, mostly state-nations. Outside of Europe and Northeast Asia, ethnic diversity is the 
norm rather than the exception.18   
 
Although Europe has experienced a resurgence of ethnic separatism (i.e. Scotland, 
Catalonia, among others) the Westphalian System that evolved (and later, liberal 
democracy) was based explicitly on the idea of a modern national civic culture that was 
coextensive with and defined politically and territorially by the nation-state. In the highly 
homogenous countries of Japan and the Koreas, there is a notable historical absence of 
ethnic separatism; the Koreas were partitioned because of ideological rather than ethnic 
conflict.  
 
Outside these two regions, the correspondence between the terms “nation” and “state” has 
been a matter of determining to what extent the socio-cultural boundaries of the nation 
matched the political-geographic boundaries of the state. In some states these two 
boundaries coincide, in others they are tenuous at best. It seems best therefore to designate 
this form of contemporary tribalism as “indigenous tribalism.”  

                                                      
14 Franz Boas, Wikipedia.org, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Boas. Viewed 5 November 2014. 
15 Sahlins, Marshall, The Original Affluent Society, Eco-action.org, http://www.eco-action.org/dt/affluent.html. 
Viewed 5 November 2014. 
16 See, for examples, John Zerzan, Wikipedia.org, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Zerzan, and Daniel Quinn, 
Wikipedia.org. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Quinn.  
17 Tsosie, Rebecca, Tribalism, Constitutionalism, and Cultural Pluralism: Where do Indigenous Peoples fit Within 
Civil Society? 2003. https://www.law.upenn.edu/journals/conlaw/articles/volume5/issue2 
/Tsosie5U.Pa.J.Const.L.357(2003).pdf. Viewed 2 November 2014.  
18 Fisher, Max, A Revealing Map of the World’s Most and Least Ethnically Diverse Countries, The Washington 
Post, 16 May 2013, p. 5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2013/05/16/a-revealing-
map-of-the-worlds-most-and-least-ethnically-diverse-countries/. Viewed 7 November 2014.  
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State-Nations 
 
Albert Weisbord (1900-1977), the American radical, political activist and union organizer,19 
was possibly the first to propose the evolutions of state-nations as opposed to nation-
states.20 He asked,  

 
What is a "nation," as we ought properly to use the term? Historically, a "nation" (a 
term derived from the Latin nascere, to be born) is developed from the "tribe," an 
enlarged "clan," which is, in turn, an enlarged "family" or "kindred." The "nation" has 
a base of common ancestry and blood relationship without which there could be no 
family, no kindred, no clan, and thus tribe. Various tribes of common origin may bind 
themselves into a brotherhood of "phratry" but when this occurs no "nation" has as 
yet developed, only the basis for one. 
 
Historically, for a "nation" to arise there had to come first the development of private 
property, of social classes, rulers and ruled, masters and subjects. First arose the 
State, the chief general system of control used by the master class against the 
subject classes, and the chief instrument of war and conquest.  
 
The State must have definite territorial boundaries. If there is no private property and 
war, there can be no State; if there is no State, there can be no "nation." The State is 
no[t] the product of the "nation," the "nation" is the product of the State. In other 
words, the "nation" must not only have a common kindred base but [also] be 
composed of both rulers and ruled bound together by blood ties and having a 
common language, heritage, tradition, culture, and sets of customs.21 
 

In other words, Weisbord is arguing that, in the modern understanding of “a nation,” the 
creation of states results in nations; not that “nations” did not exist before the Treaty of 
Westphalia but that they were ethnically, not politically formed.  
 
Thus, the term nation began to imply a national majority where pre-state nations became 
national minorities. Indeed, Weisbord ultimately argues, in lockstep with classical socialist 
ideology, that modern “nationalism,” the state and any divisions of the human race must 
eventually disappear, “The world is irresistibly being driven to internationalism and 
interdependence, the only race remaining, that of the human race as a whole.”22 While he 
may seem to be anticipating a type of hyper-globalization with this prediction, only a person 
of great faith could believe this will occur. Nonetheless, the concept of state-nations is 
coming into use to describe the situation that many states find themselves.23 
 
This is the situation in which nation-states, whom were once colonies, evolved during their 
post-independence periods. In fact, Weisbord was speaking of the United States of America 
as a prime example of a state-nation. As the Brazilian anthropologist Darcy Ribeira put it, 
“Through colonization, “Humanity itself entered another instance of its existence in which 

                                                      
19 Albert Weisbord, wikipedia.org, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Weisbord. Viewed 11 November 2014. 
20 Weisbord, Albert, State-Nation, n.d., http://www.weisbord.org/State.htm. Viewed 25 October 2014. 
21 Ibid., pp 1-2. 
22 Ibid., p. 33. 
23 Yadav, Yogendra, The Rise of State-Nations, YouTube video, 1:34:41, posted by CIGI – International 
Governance Speakers Series, uploaded 5 April 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=MdFP6fUG0v8&list=FLAN1l9Dnop8NWB5PFULZu5A&index=1.   
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thousands of people with their own unique languages and cultures would become extinct, to 
give birth to larger and more comprehensive macro-ethnicities than had ever been seen.”24  
[Author’s translation] New national ethnicities did emerge in former colonies such as Brazil; 
however, not all indigenous cultures became extinct. Many survived and, while they did not 
actually thrive, indigenous nations persevered as national minorities that would strive to 
protect and preserve their separate political and cultural identities vis-à-vis national 
majorities.   
 
Can the modern state, especially its civil society, withstand the fragmentational tendencies 
of tribalism, of whichever variety that have been discussed in this commentary? Scholars, 
such as Iryna Chervinka,25 are calling for a more empowerment of international 
organizations, such as the United Nations, in order to deal with ethno-political calls for 
separatism.  
 
As was noted above, NGOs have also become involved in ethno-political conflict. If, as it is 
claimed, that states usurped indigenous nations´ sovereignty and repressed expressions of 
their distinct ethnic traditions, then the possibility exists that international organizations 
attempt the same with states and their distinct national identities. It will be argued in a series 
of subsequent commentaries that this, indeed, is a real threat to states and their civil 
societies.  
 
 
 
 
Dr. William B. Duncan is a Senior Research Analyst for DAfz, obtained his Ph.D. in Political 
Science from Texas Tech University and is also a political consultant, translator and author 
living in Brasília, Brazil. 
 
Andreas Wimmer, a Director of DAfz, obtained his Masters with the Rajaratnam School for 
International Studies. He is currently pursuing his Ph.D. 
 
 

                                                      
24 Ribeiro, Darcy, O povo brasileiro: evolução e o sentido do Brasil, Companha Das Letras, São Paulo, 1995, p. 
39. 
25 Chervinka, Iryna, The Role of International Organizations in the Settlement of Separativist Ethno-Political 
Conflicts, Polityka I Spoleczeń 
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